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I promised a quick column earlier this week but I couldn’t help but lay out a couple of charts and tables that

refer to another key idea discussed I discussed in a column last month: the possibility that we are at only at the

early stages of a long commodity supercycle. It’s a subject I will return to again, but I thought I’d share with you

the following.

First up the excellent hedgie-oriented newsletter Variant Perception has this chart below. They share my

enthusiasm for the resources sector noting that ‘structurally, over the next three to five years, we still think

there is a lot of room for commodity prices to run, given that the recent rally has barely dented the long-term

undervaluation of commodities relative to equities’. I agree.

Commodity prices are still low relative to the S&P 500
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Source: Variant Perception

Which brings me to the next table, this time using data from sharepad.co.uk. I’ve screened through the FTSE All

Share and pulled out only those commodity stocks – energy and basic materials/mining – with a market cap

above £500m that also pay out a dividend.

I’ve then included some other fundamental information including:

The Piotroski score (the higher the better) of fundamental strength;

The PEG above 1 is good;

The long term average price-earnings ratio or cyclically adjusted price-earnings ratio (Cape);

The dividend yield;

And the forecast growth in the dividend yield as a percentage.

The table is large, but bear with, it’s interesting, and you can click on it to make it bigger and easier to read.

Analysing the energy and mining stocks’ fundamentals



Source: sharepad.co.uk, Bloomberg

It’s a barrage of information but my point is simple to understand – these mid- to large-cap, resources-focused

dividend payers are in good shape. On average their dividend is forecast to grow by 62% against a current

average yield of 4.33%. The PEG is underwhelming at 0.50 and the backward looking PE ratio is not super cheap

at 27x, but the long-term average PE is closer to good value at 18x.

https://d1qq9lwf5ow8iz.cloudfront.net/live-images-1/ImageDetail_af93798a-3ef2-46e3-8b45-d1e319d35605?v=637547056059705875


Those dividend stats are the key though – on a current basis its at 4.3% and is likely to increase substantially.

All of which brings me to what I promise is the last table. This is looking at a selection of the highest rated UK

equity income funds. These are all excellent funds but what strikes me is the huge range in exposures to the

resources (basic materials and energy) sector.

From an equity income perspective, the resources spectrum offers generous, well covered dividends plus the

probability of greatly increased payouts next year as well as the possibility of capital gains if we are in a

supercycle.

The downside is that equity income fund managers tend to prefer steady-eddie dividend payers, whose shares

aren’t too cyclical – a test that resources stocks indisputably fail.

But still I’m surprised that while only a few have over 20% exposure – the Charteris fund is over 50%, followed

by JOHCM UK Equity Income, Schroder Income and Premier Miton UK Multi Cap – plenty have sub-15%

exposure. Maybe these fund managers are reluctant to chase the yields and are genuinely concerned about the

cyclicality.

How to access miners and energy stocks through equity income funds

UK Equity Income fund % of fund reported in energy and basic materials

LF Gresham House UK Multi Cap Income                                     <10%

Premier Miton UK Multi Cap Income                                     21%

Axa Framlington UK Equity Income                                     12.6%

Liontrust Income                                     20.3%

Artemis Income                                     <10%

Franklin UK Equity Income                                     17%

Threadneedle UK Equity Alpha Income                                     <10%

JOHCM UK Equity Income                                     25%

Jupiter Income                                     10.2%

Rathbone Income                                     13%

Royal London UK Equity Income                                     12.7%

Schroder Income                                     21.7%

WS Charteris Premium Income                                     c50%

Source: Provider’s factsheets
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The OEICs' distributions are as fiddlers'-elbow as mining dividends. Nobody expects either to supply a steadily rising,
inflation-resistant stream of payouts from a decent starting yield, yet that is all nine out of ten investors (as opposed to speculators)
seek in these financially repressed times.
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